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Abstract

Abstract: This paper explores changing industrial relations in China by reviewing the existing literature and analysing a recent industrial relations survey conducted by the Shanghai Municipal Trade Union Council. During the transition from a planned economy to a quasi-market one, a harmonic relationship has been replaced by widespread labour disputes between enterprise management and workers. The growing violations of workers' rights are mainly due to diversity of ownership, a lack of regulations for human resources management, extended management power over employment relations, inadequate social security, surplus labour supply and weak unions. In order to achieve social stability the Chinese government is keen to establish a system of protection of workers' rights. The current system is centred on labour arbitration that is accompanied by tripartite negotiation, collective (regional) agreements and labour courts. Unions play no more than a role of mediation, organising meetings in tripartite negotiation. Consequently, local labour bureaux or (government) industry bureaux have a strong tendency to interfere in and influence industrial relations. Rival regional unions or workers' congresses set up by the union council to represent workers in their regions are emerging. However, they have not yet played an active role in solving labour disputes. Strengthening labour arbitration is the key to developing labour dispute management strategies in China given that independent unions are not possible in the near future.

their impacts on industrial relations. How social partners, governments and researchers see challenges and future development of industrial relations? Developments in industrial relations systems will depend on the processes in environment. For example, pressures of globalisation affect employment relations. Output of the project is an analysis on impacts of globalisation on European industrial relations in the areas like industrial relations environment, actors, processes, outcomes and impacts. In this paper we focus mostly to general. The Industrial relations are also called as labour-management, employee-employers relations. Features of Industrial Relations. 1. Industrial Relation do not emerge in vacuum they are born of employment relationship in an industrial setting. Besides this, it makes an in-depth analysis of the interference patterns of the executive and judiciary in the regulations of labour-management relations. In fact the concepts of Industrial Relations are very broad-based, drawing heavily from a variety of discipline like social sciences, humanities, behavioural sciences, laws etc. Factors of study under IR. 3. Resistance of change: Dynamic industrial situation calls for change more or less continuously. Methods have to be improved. Economics have to be introduced.